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The Earth, as one of nature’s elements, occupies an exceptional place in beliefs and cult. The primordial intuition of peoples shows the Earth as the basis of a number of hierophanies and revelations. It is a resource of power and of sacred forces which are manifested in such forms as soil, stones, mountains, trees, woods, water, vegetation, landscape and environment. All these hierophanic manifestations existing on the Earth create a whole and constitute a large, living cosmic unity whose synthesis and expression is seen in the Earth.¹

As confirmed by numerous ethnological and religiological studies, the peoples and nations of all times have considered the Earth to be the foundation of life and an inexhaustible source of different kinds of existence. These studies emphasize the unlimited capacity of creation and the vital power of the Earth, which is manifested in fertility and abundance. The Earth is the mother, feeding everything. As mother and feeder, it was surrounded with cult and respect. The cyclically revived nature and the very mystery of life contributed to the sacralization and mythologization of the Earth and its vital force, which is shown in the beliefs and rituals of many peoples and nations.²

The Earth plays an exceptionally important role in the economic, social and religious life of the Konkomba and many of the peoples inhabiting the basin of the upper Volta and other areas of Western Africa. We distinguish the material aspect of the earth in the sense of the cultivated and inherited land, and the religious and mystic dimension. The present article will consider such aspects of the Earth’s sacred dimension among the Konkomba people from northern Ghana as images and beliefs concerning the Earth,

the social and religious position of Earth priests and the ritual of introduction to the office of the Earth priest in the village of N-nalog.

The sacredness of the Earth among the Voltaic Konkomba people of northeastern Ghana, which is expressed in their beliefs and rituals, was one of the subjects of two ethnoreligious field studies which I conducted among that people in the region of Saboba, first from July 1984 to January 1985 and next from September 1990 to August 1991. At the time of both cycles studies, which lasted for 19 months altogether, I stayed at a Catholic mission of the Divine Word missionaries at Saboba, which is the centre of the Konkomba people in Ghana. I carried out my studies among five tribes of that people, namely: Bichabob, Nakpantiib, Binalob, Bimonkpom, Bigbem. They inhabit the area lying relatively close to Saboba or just around it. In sum, I participated seven times in the rituals connected with Earth spirits. They were held in the homesteads or Earth shrines by clan priests and the elders. The results of my fieldwork will be supplemented by the publications of a British social anthropologist, David Tait (1912-1956), who conducted stationary research on social and political structure within the region of Saboba from August 1950 to January 1952, and by the work of Jean-Claude Froelich, a French administrator in northern Togo in the years 1940-1948.

1. Earth Beliefs

Many of the Voltaic peoples of Western Africa consider the Earth to be Heaven’s wife. According to the Konkomba, the Earth Kiting is the god
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Uwumbor’s mother. They are also acquainted with the images concerning the cosmic binomial, namely the couple of Heaven – Earth. Uwumbor is the son of the Earth divinity Kiting and the god Kitalangban, who fertilizes the earth with rain. The heavenly god Kitalangban was probably the Supreme Being, who is now replaced by the god Uwumbor. According to the contemporary beliefs of the Konkomba, Uwumbor is the Supreme Being, creator of the earth, heaven, spirits, people and all things. Uwumbor is the source and giver of life, and the moral lawgiver. Man’s soul (nwiin) comes from Uwumbor, and after death, it returns to him. The name Uwumbor is etymologically connected with the word ubor – ruler. Uwumbor is sometimes identified with heaven and he is considered to be the raingiver. Hence, he clearly takes the functions of his father, the heavenly god Kitalangban.

In the religious meaning, the Earth is the divinity, spirit, the source of life principles, fertility, wellbeing and richness. In the Bichabob dialect, the expression kiting kee (“this earth”) stands for a definite area of cultivated and non-cultivated land, the bush, which the inhabitants of a given village have the right to use, cultivating it, hunting in it and gathering, for example, tree fruits or wood. In the material aspect, the word kiting also refers to a village, a town, a settlement, land or soil. According to J.-C. Froelich, the Earth divinity Kiting, being personified to a larger or smaller extent, is not a goddess. R. S. Rattray claims that among the peoples of northern Ghana the Earth is a female element and a wife of the heavenly god. This opinion is contradicted by M. Fortes, who believes that

6 One should remember the dialectic differences within the Konkomba language. Froelich uses the following names: Keting, Wumbor (Woumbor in the French spelling). Here, the names of the Bichabob dialect from the area of Saboba are used: Kiting, Uwumbor. Cf. Margaret A. Langdon – Mary J. Breeze, Konkomba-English, Likaln-Likpakpaln Dictionary, Tamale: Ghana Institute of Linguistics, no date, 39, 87.
in that area, or at least among the Tallensi people, the Earth is not a goddess, although it is often identified with the female principle. This view was adopted by M. Manoukian and R. J. H. Pogucki.\footnote{11} For linguistic reasons, a German ethnologist, J. Zwernemann expresses his doubts about Fortes’ interpretation.\footnote{12} On the basis of the analysis of the materials published by Froelich, he does not agree with the former’s opinion and he considers the Earth among the Konkomba to be a goddess.\footnote{13} The results of my studies point to a female nature of the Earth deity in the universal sense. This is confirmed by the beliefs referring to the cosmic pair (Kiting – Kitalangban) and the ritual called “the funeral of god Uwumber’s mother” (Uwumber aana aakpuul). The Konkomba held this thanksgiving and propitiatory ritual after the harvest of guinea corn (sorghum) and millet. Nowadays, this ritual is not celebrated although old and even middle-aged people remember it. The local Earth spirits, whose presence is manifested in Earth shrines, have male or female character.\footnote{14}

Kiting is an individual and universal deity for all the Konkomba. The notion of this deity and its cult in the universal sense is not now clearly manifested in the beliefs and rituals of the Konkomba from the Saboba region. On the other hand, each clan has an Earth shrine, called litingbahn, which symbolizes and manifests the presence of the local Earth spirit, the guardian of all the inhabitants of a given clan. The deity Kiting, which has a universal character, is then manifested in the multitude of Earth spirits, protectors of particular Konkomba clans.\footnote{15} The Earth spirit is worshipped in the Earth shrines of individual clans.


\footnote{14} The fact that the local Earth spirits among the Konkomba can have male or female character deserves special attention. In some degree, it corresponds to the opinion of religiologists pointing to an indefinite character of the Earth and chthonic deities, which have no individual attributes or functions. Cf. W. B. Kristensen, \textit{The Meaning of Religion…}, 88.

Among the Voltaic peoples, the Earth is associated with definite commands and prohibitions. For the Konkomba, the Earth spirit guarantees peace and social-moral order. He hates any act of violence and injustice, any instance of breaking the social order and violating specific bans, namely the taboos, which he punishes with shortage of agricultural products, famine, infertility, drought or illness. The punishment executed by the Earth spirit can be inflicted upon particular clan members, the whole family or all the inhabitants of the village. Propitiatory offerings have to be made in order to stop the punishment or to repair the consequences.

It is a sin to shed blood over the soil during a quarrel. This means “Earth defilement” (kiting bii). If the Konkomba want to make up a quarrel during which somebody was injured, each of the quarrelling parties brings a sheep, a goat or a chicken to the place where blood was shed. They dig up a ditch, where they pour the blood of the sacrificial animals, saying: “we’re burying this blood and these words and we won’t speak any more”. After the ditch is filled up, the meat is cooked and all the participants eat a piece of the animal offered by the other party.  

Among the Konkomba, murder is a serious crime against the Earth. According to Tait, murdering a member of the same clan is such a great crime that the murderer can be neither punished nor protected from the anger of the god Uwumbor. It is believed that the murderer will get sick and die. Murdering a member of another clan is not followed by any legal consequences. The murderer tries to protect himself from the revenge of the dead man’s spirit by staying three nights in the hut where there is a horn with medicines (n-yiin), the symbol of the minor lineage. Murdering a representative of a neighboring clan results in the revenge of blood and ongoing fights between young men of the two clans. The elders of both clans can stop the revenge causing the “defilement of the Earth” by sacrificing...
beer, chickens and a goat in the Earth shrine of the harmed clan. The sacrificial gifts (beer and animals) come from the murderer’s clan.17

Adultery, and even more, incest in the bush means – according to the Konkomba – “defilement of the Earth”, the stopping of rain, infertility and the gods’ anger. The Earth has to be appeased. The Earth priest informs the elders about such an offence, and they punish the guilty ones and prepare the propitiatory offerings. The guilty ones were beaten up, and in the past often killed or banned from the village. The priest has to make an offering of a she-goat or a black he-goat and a black hen, but never a black dog.18

It is not only adultery and incest but also any kind of sexual intercourse outside the house, in the bush or on cultivated land offend the supernatural beings and defile the Earth, making it infertile. In such a situation, the god Uwumbor stops the rain. The guilty ones confess their crime, receive the punishment of flogging and have to give a chicken as a propitiatory offering. The old men sprinkle and purify the Earth with an appropriate liquid.19

Earth spirits and ancestors play a very important role in the social and religious life of the Konkomba. According to D. Tait, both of these categories of supernatural beings are united in the notion of the Supreme Being Uwumbor.20 The Earth is not only the feeder and source of food, but it has a patrimonial character, being closely related to the ancestors who lived there and who are buried there. The importance of ancestors and Earth spirits in the social and religious life of the Konkomba follows from the fact that the ancestors guarantee the continuity of the patrilineal structure and express the unity between the dead and the living members of the
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18 J.-C. Froelich, La tribu Konkomba…, 113, 137-138, 145, 184, 187-188.
lineage and the clan community. On the other hand, the Earth spirits link
the members of a given clan with a given territory, in this way justifying
their heritable right to inhabit and use the land they occupy.

2. The Social and Religious Position of the Earth Priest

In the social and religious life of each Konkomba clan, great prestige
and importance is attached to the Earth priest, who is at the same time the
clan priest and the protector of the Earth spirit’s shrine, its “owner” and
confidant. Different names are used in the African ethnographic literature
to describe an Earth priest and these include the following: Earth priest,
Earth-chief, Custodian of the Earth, Master of the Earth, Owner of the
Land, Owner of the Earth, prêtre de la terre, chef religieux, chef de la ter-
re, maître de la terre, Erdpriester, Landesherr, Erdherr or Herr der Erde,
Landeigner, Landbesitzer. In the Konkomba language, the Earth priest is
called utindaan.

Among the Voltaic peoples living in the upper Volta area, the Earth
priest must frequently descend from the first inhabitant of a given territo-
ry, or from its proto-owner. That is why he is often referred to as the
“owner” of the land.21 He is not the land’s owner in the strict sense of the
word (i.e., in the understanding of European law), since he can neither
give up nor sell the land. The land belongs to the whole lineage and fami-
ly group and eventually to the supernatural beings (especially to the Earth
spirit and the ancestors).

Each clan usually has one Earth priest and one Earth shrine.22 It hap-
pens very rarely that a major lineage has its own Earth priest and its own
Earth shrine. I found it only in the Kukultiib clan from the Binalob tribe
inhabiting the village of Kukuln. In the major lineages Paacham and
Kaasini, the function of the Earth priest, who is in charge of the shrine of
the Earth spirit called Kpungdo, is performed by the old man, Nsonibi. On
the other hand, the major lineage Taab has its own shrine of the Earth spi-
rit called Joon. The function of the priest in that shrine is performed by
Mabefam, who replaces the actual priest Tindaan living in the area of
Bimbilla.

The question of the origin of the Earth priest is differentiated and related
to the social structure of the clans. According to Tait, some clans are
divided into two major lineages. The Earth priest always comes from one

21 Allan W. Cardinall, The Natives of the Northern-Territories of the Gold-Coast: Their
Customs, Religions and Folklore, London: George Routledge 1920, 15-16;
J. Zwernemann, Die Erde..., 100-103.
22 Cf. J.-C. Froelich, La tribu Konkomba..., 186-187.
of these, and the head of the clan, that is, the oldest member of the clan (uninkpel), comes from the other. The Earth priest descends from the first inhabitant of the land, that is from its proto-owner, while the head of the clan descends from the man who accompanied and assisted the priest.  

An example of such a contraposed clan (contrapuntal clan according to the terminology applied by Tait) is furnished by the clan of Binangmam from the village of Kiteek or the Bichabob clan from Saboba, Tilangben and Bwagbaln. The Binangmam clan consists of two major lineages, Kotodo and Jachado; and the Bichabob clan is divided into two major lineages, namely Bwagbatibi and Bikumbwam. Members of the major lineages Kotodo and Bwagbatibi, from which the priest comes, are called “the people of the Earth priest” (utindaanniaib or utindaanyaab), while members of the major lineages Yachado and Bikumbwam, from which the clan senior elder (head) comes, are called “people of the head of the clan” (uninkpeldoaniib or uninkpeldoyaab). These clans are divided into two opposing major lineages whose members come from two different ancestors, which means that each major lineage has another common ancestor. Each of these major lineages is given a definite role in political and religious life.

The same refers to the Earth priest and the head of the clan.

The Earth priest is the oldest member of the lineage or the man “chosen” by the Earth spirit (sent by the Earth according to the terminology used by Tait). He must be officially installed in the Earth office. In contraposed clans, the Earth priest and the head of the clan must come from two different major lineages. On the other hand, in unitary clans consisting of one major lineage as well as in compound clans, the Earth priest can come from any minor or major lineage of a given clan. After the death of the Earth priest, his function is performed by the oldest member of the clan at that time and this is so until a new priest is appointed. The head of the clan performs the function of the Earth priest when the latter stays or resides outside the area inhabited by the members of his clan.

Among many Voltaic peoples, the power and the ritual functions of the Earth priest follow from the fact of his being a descendant of the first inhabitant of a given territory and from the acceptance of the Earth spirit. The Earth priest is obliged to make offerings to the Earth spirit in order to secure the latter’s favor and blessing for all the members of the community. He is also responsible for the performance of rituals connected with
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the sowing and the harvest, when he asks the Earth for rain and good crops and when he offers thanks for yields and prosperity.25

The Earth priest looks after the shrines and the sacred places of the clan. In some of these places the ritual activities are also performed by the head of the clan, who is at the same time the political and ritual leader of the whole clan. Together with the elders of the clan he makes decisions about the celebration date of the given rituals. The Earth priest performs these rituals at the request of the clan leader. Nevertheless, as maintained by Tait, in the ritual aspect, utindaan is more important than uninkpel.26 In the segmentary society of the Konkomba there is no place for the institution of political leadership. The elders make all the decisions and the Earth priest together with the head of the major lineage or the clan enjoy the greatest authority among them.27 In the villages where I did my research only men were Earth priests.

According to Froelich, the Earth priest and the diviner are the most important ritual experts among the Konkomba.28 The Earth priest represents the clan members and mediates between the people and the supernatural beings. His power comes from the god Uwumbor, who consigned the Earth to his care. His duties include making offerings to the Earth divinity Kiting personified in the Earth shrines located in the areas inhabited by members of each clan. Some of the oldest Earth priests are at the same time the priests of the cult of the clan’s protective spirits.

The Earth priest, together with the elders, settles the questions of punishment, of religion and of matters connected with the land and its crops, hunting and fishery. When a public misfortune happens, he, assisted by the diviner, identifies the perpetrator, determines the punishment and decides upon the supernatural sanctions.

Among the Konkomba, the Earth priest not only has power and religious and social prestige, but he also enjoys certain privileges. Generally, he receives no payment for settling religious and social matters. Nevertheless, the homestead owners annually give him a certain amount of guineacorn from which beer is prepared for the cult needs. He can keep the rest for himself.29 The people help the Earth priest in land cultivation and as-

28 J.-C. Froelich, *La tribu Konkomba…*, 185.
sisted him in building his homestead. The Konkomba believe that the wild animals are the “herd” belonging to the god Uwumbor, and the Earth priest is its shepherd. That is why each large animal which is hunted belongs to the Earth priest and he can freely dispose of the meat of this animal. If the animal is large, the Earth priest gives a piece of the meat to the hunter and to the head of the clan. A small animal belongs to the hunter. 30

Even a young Earth priest is held in respect and he may not be beaten or tortured in any way, since he can present his complaints to the Earth shrine and then the Earth becomes bad and defiled. If this should happen, the priest must be asked for forgiveness. 31

3. The Ritual of Introducing the Earth Priest to His Office in the Village of N-nalog

I took part in the installation ritual of the Earth priest N-yebi in the village of N-nalog on the 13th March, 1991. This village and the villages of Bwakpalb and Kabombu are inhabited by the members of the Binalob clan from the Binalob tribe. The clan of Binalob is a compound clan and it is made up of three major lineages: Kamuirdo, Bwakpalb and Kabombu. It is likely that those lineages come from three different ancestors. The lineage Bwakpalb consists of three homesteads, while the lineage Kabombu is made up of six. The original ancestor (the progenitor) of the major lineage Kamuirdo is Kamuir, who settled in the village of N-nalog as the first one, near the place where the chapel of a Catholic community is now situated. Kamuir had two sons: Chakpab and N-ngam. Chakpab stayed in N-nalog with his father, and he is the ancestor of the minor lineage of Chakpabdo, which consists of nine homesteads. N-ngam’s younger brother moved to a hamlet located about 1 km west of N-nalog, where the inhabitants of the minor lineage N-ngamdo live to the present day. Six homesteads are situated in that hamlet. Members of the minor lineages Chakpabdo and N-ngamdo are obliged to exogamy, while members of major lineages of the Binalob clan may get married to each other.

Members of the Binalob clan have one Earth priest and one Earth shrine, which is a grove situated close to the homesteads of the N-ngamdo hamlet. The Earth priest always has to come from the minor lineage Chakpabdo of N-nalog. Analogously to the structure of the contraposed clans, the members of this lineage can be called “the people of the Earth priest” (utindaananiib or utindaanyaab). Dawon of N-nalog was the last Earth priest. After his death in 1984, the function of the Earth priest was...
performed by the oldest member of the Chakpabdo lineage: first, Faban, and after his death in 1985, Yangmar. The oldest member of the major lineage Kamuirdo in 1991 was Bilichiir, who was descended from the minor lineage of N-ngamdo.

3.1. The Course of the Ritual

Like many other rituals connected with the Earth, the ritual of introducing the Earth priest to his office took place in the dry season. After supper on the day before the celebration, the dance of kinaachong began, which was to continue throughout the night. However, because of rain, it was interrupted before midnight.

The ritual of introducing the Earth priest into his office (kaan utinda-an) is made up of the following parts:

1. rites in the shrine of the female protective spirit Pubwak;
2. rites in front of Yangmar’s homestead;
3. procession to the Earth shrine;
4. rites in the Earth shrine;
5. return from the Earth shrine to the homestead of a new Earth priest;
6. rites in the shrine of spirit Pubwak.

We will give up a description of the whole ritual and present some of the most important rites which were performed in front of Yangmar’s homestead and in the Earth shrine.

In front of Yangmar’s homestead

Out of the group of the elders, the following successively arrived at Yangmar’s homestead: Gan, Yamba and N-yebi (from N-nalog), N-dinn, Bilichiir, Yeso, Nakpansan (from the hamlet of N-ngamdo). Manambi, Danaa’s son, came from the major lineage of Kabombu, and a few inhabitants arrived from the major lineage Bwakpalb. Gan, N-dinn and Tibwarwo brought one chicken each and they gave them to Yangmar. The elders were treated to beer in the exit hut. More and more young men, women, teenagers and children gathered outside the homestead.

The second part of the ritual took place outside Yangmar’s homestead. In the minor lineages Chakpabdo and N-ngamdo and in the major lineage

33 In 1991 the oldest inhabitants of the N-nalog village were Yangmar, Gan, N-yebi and Yamba.
34 Considering the age, the owners of homesteads from the minor lineage N-ngamdo appear in the following sequence: Bilichiir, Yeso, Mwanyandan, N-dinn, Nakpansan, Tibwarwo.
Kabombu of the Binalob clan, the left side of the exit hut is identified with the ancestors and it is connected with their cult. That is why all the libations of beer or water or the offerings of blood are made outside, on the left side of the exit hut.  

The ritual was performed by Bilichiir accompanied by Yangmar and other men. Holding a calabash with beer and occasionally sprinkling it over the left wall of the hut, Bilichiir says:

What shall I say? Oh, the Earth [kiting kee] of N-nalog, N-nalog; in the past we were united and now we are separated. Following the diviner’s command, we are to offer chickens to our ancestors so that we can be united again. None should get separated. I don’t know what it was like at the beginning. Our ancestors know and then they were united. Lamuir, Chakpab, Kupaar [N-dinn’s grandfather], Tabaajin, Binam, rise and make us a unity. May unity reign among us. May nobody harm another man.

Next, Bilichiir offered two chickens. He poured the blood of each chicken over the wall of the hut. The chicken’s feathers were stuck to the blood flowing down the wall. Making the second offering, he asked for harmony and unity of all the members of the Nalatiib clan. That request, frequently repeated during the rites held in front of Yangmar’s homestead, has a primary importance. It points to the disagreements and quarrels existing among the members of minor and major lineages of the Binalob clan. Taking advantage of the opportunity of performing the ritual of introducing a young priest to his office, the elders emphasize the gravity of the problem and they aim at overcoming the discord and restoring the social harmony. It is believed that disagreement and divisions can be the cause of infertility among the people and in the crops. Here, the ritual is like a catalyst for purifying the clan community. It integrates and unites the clan members.

After finishing the rites, the elders enjoyed the beer. In front of the homesteads the teenagers and the children danced the dance of kinaachong. Accompanied by the music from the drums, the male and female dancers tapped their feet and moved counter-clockwise along the line of a circle, singing different short songs. During the dance, the boys used small bells.

At some moment, an old man called Yeso began to sing the following words: “I apologize to the Earth priest for any unworthy things and mistakes, because he is responsible for the Earth.” Suddenly, Nakpansan and

35 It should be remembered that in the major lineage Bwakpalb of the Binalob clan and in all the other clans of the Binalob tribe the right side of the exit hut is connected with ancestors.
36 Tabaajin is the original ancestor of the major lineage Bwakpalb.
37 Binam is the son of Naagkpen, whose father was Chakpab. Binam emigrated to the region of Salaga with his family.
other men grabbed N-yebi and raised him from the ground. In this way
they publicly announced the appointment of N-yebi to be the Earth priest.
Until the installation ritual was finished, he could not touch the ground. N-
yebi was astonished at that choice and he tried to get himself free from the
men who carried him, but in vain. Held up there, he asked: “If the Earth
spirit chose me to be the priest, why didn’t you let me know before?” The
elders responded that the appointed Earth priest is not informed about the
choice since this is the Earth custom (kiting aakal). It is only when he is
raised from the ground that this choice is announced.

One of the men raised a 10-year-old girl, Amma, the daughter of
Mwanyanda from the N-ngamdo hamlet and placed her on his shoulders.
She would accompany the priest in the installation ritual as “the wife” of
the priest (utindaan aapuu) and she would be connected with him by me-
ans of mystic bonds.

All the participants gathered in front of Yangmar’s homestead started to
move in a procession to the Earth shrine, about 1 km to the west of N-nalog village. N-yebi and Amma were carried by the men on their shoulders.

---

38 In the Twi language, Amma is the name of a female born on Saturday.
39 Considering the kinship classificatory system, Amma, who comes from the minor lin-
eage N-ngamdo, is N-yebi’s sister and as such she can never be his real wife. Regard-
ing the age, N-yebi is the third oldest man in N-nalog and he is married.
N-yebi and Amma held brushes made from a horse’s tail, which were the symbols of the priest’s power and dignity. Heavy N-yebi was carried in turns by the men from N-nalog and N-ngamdo: Tibwarmo, Namwe and Kagba (all from N-nalog) and Kibwa (from N-ngamdo).

The procession was led by the men who carried the priest and the girl, and they were followed by men with drums and the other participants: men, women, teenagers and children. In all, 150 to 200 people might have taken part in the celebration. The boys and the men played the drums and rang the bells. Everybody was singing loudly, repeating the same lines, for example “Earth priest, forgive! Let me enter the grove.”

_In the Earth shrine_

On approaching the Earth shrine, the participants went round it again, going counter-clockwise, that is from right to left. Next, a group of them with N-yebi, Amma and the elders in front came to the grove and stopped inside, in front of the sacrificial stones. N-yebi and Amma were seated on the stones before the center of the shrine. Amma was sitting on N-yebi’s left. Next to them, the elders, Bilichiir, Yeso, Yangmar and Gan, sat down. Other men and women who brought beer in a smaller pot and in a big one stayed at a certain distance. Most of the women, teenagers and children remained outside the grove, dancing _kinaachong_ and singing to the accompaniment of the drums.
The Earth shrine rites were begun by Yangmar with the following words:

I, Yangmar, my grandfather was an Earth priest, my father was an Earth priest, and Dawon, my father’s younger brother, was an Earth priest. Spirit of the Earth from N-nalog [N-nalogtingbann], you’ve chosen a cowboy\(^{40}\) and you’ve got him in your hand. Since I’ve given the cowboy into your hands, heal him [literally: “let him sleep well”]. Spirit of the Earth from N-nalog, give him health and let him feel well. Don’t let us treat him. If he remains the Earth priest now and he is ill, please, spirit of the Earth from N-nalog, cure him and make him healthy. Spirit of the Earth, may his illness end. He’s the one whom I introduced to the office.

The words of Yangmar, who performed the function of an Earth priest, clearly confirm the fact of introducing N-yebi to the office of an Earth priest. The function is confirmed by the oldest member of the minor lineage Chakpabdo in the presence of all its members and Bilichiir, the oldest member of the major lineage Kamuirudo and the minor lineage N-ngamdo. The fact that only a member of the minor lineage Chakpabdo can be an Earth priest is legitimised in a solemn and ritual way. Since N-yebi did not feel well and had pain in his chest, they begged for his health. A few weeks after the installation he even stayed at Yendi hospital for some time.

In the next part of the ritual, the main role was played by Bilichiir. While pouring beer over five sacrificial stones placed around a big tree, he says:

Kamuir, N-gam, Kupaar, Tabajin, you were all of one mind and you made offerings here. Today, this man has been chosen to be the Earth priest. That’s the reason why members of the Kamuirudo lineage perform his installation. When he was in the bush, I learnt that he had been chosen an Earth priest but I couldn’t carry out this ritual. I fixed its date for today. Kamuir, N-ngam, Tabajin, be of one mind and accept this cool water and make N-yebi healthy. If he’s ill because the date of the ritual has been shifted, let him get up and feel well. Let him work in the field. Spirit of the Earth from N-nalog, rise and accept this Earth priest.

After the libation of beer, a chicken, a guinea-fowl and a ram were successively offered. While making the first offering, Bilichiir says:

Accept this black chicken I’m offering to you. Let me be happy, let the Earth priest enjoy prosperity. Let all the members of the Binalob clan enjoy welfare and let them have enough food. If – because of the changed date of the ritual – we don’t have enough food, let us cultivate the fields successfully and let us buy a truck for the surplus. Rise and accept this offering.

---

\(^{40}\) It seems striking that the future priest is called a cowboy of the Earth that is a herdsman of cattle (unaakpaal). Etymologically, the word unaakpaal comes from unaa – a cow, and kpaa – to look after. Cf. M. A. Langdon – M. J. Breeze, *Konkomba-English…*, 41, 83. In Yangmar’s interpretation, the Earth priest should care about the spirit and the shrine like a cowboy cares about his cattle.
An important ritual act was the offering made by Bilichiir of roasted meat pieces: legs of a guinea-fowl and a chicken, and the ram’s intestines, its liver and a piece of the stomach. While offering these pieces of meat on the sacrificial stones, he said:

Spirit of the Earth from N-nalog, today this is your meat. I introduced your Earth priest to the office. Accept this meat for other Earth spirits, too. This is your food. Through the mediation of the Earth spirit from N-nalog, the meat was also offered to the Earth spirits of the neighboring clans from the Binalob tribe, for example Chakpotiib, Wayuutiib, Jakpotiib, Nasotiib and Kukultiib.

Then, Bilichiir put a piece of the roasted poultry meat onto the palms of Amma’s hands, saying:

This little girl is the Earth priest’s wife. You [Earth spirit], please, accept this meat and make her and her husband united and one person. Let this girl enjoy happiness.

The rite of bi gbee in the Earth shrine symbolizes the offering of food to the Earth spirit and it means purification. Just as the rite of shaving off the hair signifies purifying the Earth priest, the rite of bi gbee purifies his wife.

At the final stage of the ritual in the Earth shrine, the participants ate the rest of the cooked meat and intestines of the ram. At one point, the Earth priest, saying nothing, poured some beer onto the sacrificial stones. The rest of the beer from the big pot was poured onto the ground. This was accompanied by Bilichiir’s words:

Spirit of the Earth from N-nalog, this is the beer offered on the occasion of us eating the food and making the noise. Let us consume it with joy and may troubles escape from us.

Yangmar added:

May we have a lot of children. This is what I want.

After the rites were performed, the group left the Earth shrine. The Earth priest and Amma were carried on the men’s shoulders. On the way to the village of N-nalog, they sang short verses... The participants in the procession went to the ho-mestead of the Earth priest, N-yebi. Here, the Earth priest and Amma

Before the ram was slaughtered, Bilichiir said:

Now, I’m making an offering of a ram and I want happiness and prosperity. May we escape any kind of evil. You [Earth spirit], please, rescue us from all trouble. This ram is from him.”

Next, Nakpansan cut the throat of the ram held by the young men and he poured some of its blood into a special calabash and some onto the sacrificial stones. Appointing the date of the ritual is the task of the oldest member of the major lineage. He does this after consulting the elders. The moment an Earth priest is chosen by the diviner, the oldest member of the major lineage and the clan as well as the elders have the duty of preparing and carrying out the ritual of installation. If the duty is not fulfilled, it can mean unpleasant consequences. For example, N-yebi’s illness was considered to be an effect of the date of the introduction ritual being shifted. This is shown in Bilichiir’s prayer.

Another symbolic activity was shaving the Earth priest, which was done by Nakpansan, an old man from N-ngamdo hamlet. In many rituals held by the Konkomba and other African peoples, shaving off the hair is a frequently encountered symbol of cleaning off contamination and ritual impurity (tijon), and preparing the priest for his office. Amma, the Earth priest’s “wife” was not shaved because she was a little girl.41

Among the Konkomba, shaving off the hair purifies widows and widowers during the second funeral, sorcerers accused of sorcery during the ritual of purification, or young diviners during the introduction ritual to their office.
An important ritual act was the offering made by Bilichiir of roasted meat pieces: legs of a guinea-fowl and a chicken, and the ram’s intestines, its liver and a piece of the stomach. While offering these pieces of meat on the sacrificial stones, he said:

Spirit of the Earth from N-nalog, today this is your meat. I introduced your Earth priest to the office. Accept this meat for other Earth spirits, too. This is your food.

Through the mediation of the Earth spirit from N-nalog, the meat was also offered to the Earth spirits of the neighboring clans from the Binalob tribe, for example Chakpotiib, Wayuutiib, Jakpotiib, Nasotiib and Kukultiib.

Then, Bilichiir put a piece of the roasted poultry meat onto the palms of Amma’s hands, saying:

This little girl is the Earth priest’s wife. You [Earth spirit], please, accept this meat and make her and her husband united and one person. Let this girl enjoy happiness.

The rite of bi gbee in the Earth shrine symbolizes the offering of food to the Earth spirit and it means purification. Just as the rite of shaving off the hair signifies purifying the Earth priest, the rite of bi gbee purifies his wife.42

At the final stage of the ritual in the Earth shrine, the participants ate the rest of the cooked meat and intestines of the ram. At one point, the Earth priest, saying nothing, poured some beer onto the sacrificial stone. The rest of the beer from the big pot was poured onto the ground. This was accompanied by Bilichiir’s words:

Spirit of the Earth from N-nalog, this is the beer offered on the occasion of us eating the food and making the noise. Let us consume it with joy and may troubles escape from us.

Yangmar added:

May we have a lot of children. This is what I want.

After the rites were performed, the group left the Earth shrine. The Earth priest and Amma were carried on the men’s shoulders. On the way to the village of N-nalog, they sang short verses accompanied by the drums and the bells. The participants in the procession went to the homestead of the Earth priest, N-yebi. Here, the Earth priest and Amma

42 The rite (called bi gbee in the Konkomba language) of putting pieces of poultry meat on the palms of the hands, is also practiced in the evening of the third or fourth day of the first funeral (likpuul). This rite, called lisaachong, is meant to bid farewell to the deceased one.
could touch the ground. Next, they sat on the chairs, with Amma on the left side of the Earth priest. Young men and women, teenagers and children danced *kinaachong*. After a while, the old men invited the Earth priest to his exit hut. There, after some time, Yeso greeted N-yebi, officially calling him the Earth priest for the first time. The same was done by Bilichiir. From that time on, N-yebi would be commonly known as Tindaan.43

![The procession from the Earth shrine to the village of N-nalog](image)

3.2. Interpretation of the Ritual

The ritual of installing the Earth priest N-yebi in the village of N-nalog was one ritual of this type in which I participated during my stay among the Konkomba. The office of the Earth priest can be held by the oldest member of the clan or by the Earth priest “chosen” by the spirit of the Earth. It is only in the latter case that a ritual installation to the office of the Earth priest is performed. He is chosen by a diviner consulted by the elders. According to tradition, the choice is kept secret and it is publicly revealed only when the chosen candidate is taken and raised from the ground. In the introduction ritual, the Earth priest is accompanied by a girl called Amma, who is considered to be his “wife” in the spiritual sense.44

43 Tindaan is a proper name from the noun *utindaan* – Earth priest.
44 Her “choice” by the Earth priest is also revealed by the diviner to the elders who consult him.
She comes from the same major lineage (Kamuirdo) and, being a relative, she cannot really be married to the Earth priest. In the installation ritual, the girl Amma did not play any active part. However, in the future she would participate in the rituals performed by the Earth priest in the Earth shrine. The Earth priest and his “wife” emphasize the special relation existing between the minor lineages Chakpabdo and N-ngamdo of the Binalob clan.

The decisive role in the ritual of introducing the Earth priest was played by the elders of two minor lineages: Chakpabdo and N-ngamdo. The Chakpabdo lineage was represented by Yangmar, the oldest inhabitant of the village of N-nalog, while Bilichiir, the oldest member of both minor lineages, represented the lineage of N-ngamdo. Bilichiir presides over most rites. In the Earth shrine, the rites were begun by Yangmar from the Chakpabdo lineage since the Earth priest can come only from there. The other rites were performed by Bilichiir.

The Konkomba are a community of a unilinear, agnatic system of kinship, where the patriline, i.e., the male line of descent, is decisive. The analyzed ritual sanctions and solidifies the social system based on kinship and gerontocracy. The rites support the stability of the social order and the elders’ authority. The ritual activities are one of the sources of the social authority and prestige, and an expression of the possession of power.45

The participation of the whole community (men, women, teenagers and children) emphasizes group solidarity. As opposed to a number of traditional rituals (e.g. agrarian ones), where an active role is played by the elders from particular homesteads and lineages, a large number of young people took part in the ritual of introducing the Earth priest to his office. The boys played the drums, while the men, women, teenagers and children danced, sang and took an active part in the procession to the Earth shrine and back. The atmosphere of excitement and joy reigned and it spread to all the participants. On this occasion, many young people and women could enter the Earth shrine, which is not traditionally allowed. Usually, only the old men and some young people – with the consent of the former – can participate in the rituals held in the Earth shrine.

Three people enjoying the greatest authority in the clan, namely the oldest member of the clan (uninkpel), the Earth priest (utindaan), and the diviner (ubwa), also perform important functions in the ritual. Sacred rites legitimize the position of the Earth priest, his religious status and his social rank. The religious and social status is the basis of his rights and du-

ties as well as the source of his authority in the traditional clan community. Changing the social status of the Earth priest is connected with changing his ontic status. After being installed to his office, the Earth priest is a different person, who is initiated and introduced into the religious truths and the principles of the social life. This ritual can be regarded as professional initiation, which means that the Earth priest reached a special social and religious status. The main accent is placed here on practicing the power and the privileges connected with the new status. The ritual of installing the Earth priest to his office has a limited lineage and clan range. The greatest number of participants came from the minor lineages Chakhabdo and N-ngamdo. Representatives of the major lineages Bwakalb and Kabombu were also present. It is worthwhile to emphasize the presence of an old man, Yakpa, from Nasom, a member of the neighboring clan Nasotib from the Binalob tribe.

Apart from the social importance, the analyzed ritual also has a religious dimension. This is manifested in the addressees of prayers and offerings as well as the content of the prayers and offerings.

The ritual of installing the Earth priest consists of groups of rites performed in front of Yangmar’s homestead, in the Earth shrine and in the shrine of the protective spirit Pubwak. Three stages are distinguished in each of these groups:

(a) prayers accompanying an offering of beer;
(b) prayers accompanying the offerings of poultry (chickens, guineafowls), a ram, roasted pieces of poultry meat, cooked intestines and pieces of liver and stomach of a ram;
(c) offering of beer and pouring it on the ground and on the sacrificial stones.

Because of a limited range of social and political relations among the segmentary society of the Konkomba, the ritual of installing the Earth priest to his office has a limited lineage and clan range. The greatest number of participants came from the minor lineages Chakhabdo and N-ngamdo. Representatives of the major lineages Bwakalb and Kabombu were also present. It is worthwhile to emphasize the presence of an old man, Yakpa, from Nasom, a member of the neighboring clan Nasotib from the Binalob tribe.

Apart from the social importance, the analyzed ritual also has a religious dimension. This is manifested in the addressees of prayers and offerings as well as the content of the prayers and offerings.

The ritual of installing the Earth priest consists of groups of rites performed in front of Yangmar’s homestead, in the Earth shrine and in the shrine of the protective spirit Pubwak. Three stages are distinguished in each of these groups:

(a) prayers accompanying an offering of beer;
(b) prayers accompanying the offerings of poultry (chickens, guineafowls), a ram, roasted pieces of poultry meat, cooked intestines and pieces of liver and stomach of a ram;
(c) offering of beer and pouring it on the ground and on the sacrificial stones.

Making offerings on the left side of the hut at the exit of Yangmar’s homestead was not concluded with the third stage, which is a repeated offering of beer. In the harvest rituals the rite of the third stage is not practiced in many Konkomba homesteads, which testifies to the disappearance of this stage and modification of the very structure of harvest rituals in recent decades. D. Tait confirms the existence of the rite of the third stage at the beginning of the 1950’s. According to A. van Gennep’s terminology and Tait’s suggestion, the first stage can be considered to be the stage of separation (*rites de séparation*) from the secular world, where the first contact with the supernatural world is established, and the second stage is regarded as a marginal stage (*période de marge*), in which the participants remain in contact with the sacred world. The third stage as the stage of return (*rites d’agrégation*) from the sacred world to the secular reality consists in the final offering and in pouring beer on the ground and on the sacrificial stones.

Prayers are always uttered aloud. During the prayers and offerings all the direct participants stand (in front of Yangmar’s homestead) or squat down (in the Earth shrine and in the shrine of spirit Pubwak). The addressees of the prayers are the Earth spirit, the clan’s protective spirits, and the ancestors.

The god Uwumbor was not mentioned at all in the ritual of introduction to the office of the Earth priest. Contrary to the statements made by the Konkomba, according to which the god Uwumbor should be appealed to at the very beginning of all religious celebrations, they actually turn almost exclusively to the beings of a lower order, which are closer to them, and these are Earth spirits, protective spirits of the clan and ancestor spirits.

The universal deity Kiting is manifested in the multitude of local spirits of the Earth, protectors of particular clans. The Earth spirits, both male and female, are worshipped in Earth shrines. Each clan has its Earth spirit, which is worshipped by members of only one clan. In the ritual, the male Earth spirit from N-nalog is called N-nalogtingbann, which stands for “the spirit of the Earth shrine from N-nalog.”

In the prayers said while making offerings, three protective spirits of the Binalob clan, namely Pubwak, Kukpul and Gongoln, were called on. Pubwak is a female spirit and she is considered to be the wife of the ma-

---


48 Uwumbor was rarely mentioned in the harvest rituals in which I took part during my first studies in the years 1984-1985. If he was, it was always with other supernatural beings (once during the traditional yam feasts, and four times during the guinea corn harvest rituals). Henryk Zimoń, *Afrykańskie rytuały agrarne na przykładzie ludu Konkomba*, Warszawa: Verbinum 1992, 121-122.
The content of prayers embraces all spheres of individual and community life as well as the needs of the participants in the ritual. The prayers accompanying the libation of beer and the ... importance since the quarrels and divisions were considered to be the cause of lack of fertility, food and well-being.

During the ritual of introducing the Earth priest to his office, an offering was made of beer. Besides beer, they also offer beer mixed with water, cool water and blood as substitutes for poultry and a ram. At the final stage of the shrine ritual, pieces of roasted poultry meat and some cooked intestines, liver and stomach of a ram were raised to the dignity of protective spirits. This category of clan protective spirits, originating as a result of attributing divine character to the ancestors, is also discussed by Froelich.

The prayers also mentioned ancestor spirits (yajatiib, pl. yaja). Ancestors are considered to be ever present and alive members of the community, who take an active part in the life of the community and who influence the fate of the living. The worship that they receive results from the position that they have both in this and the other worlds. The ancestors are the links joining people with the spiritual world.

The prayers accompanying the offerings sometimes mention only the closest dead relatives and the earliest ancestors of the minor and major lineages. The closest dead relatives are asked to pass the offerings over to the further ancestors, whom the living do not remember any longer. In the segmentary community, genealogies of the Konkomba have a limited character. Memory of the ancestors does not usually go beyond five generations. The ritual mentioned only male ancestors. The exit door of the homestead is a sacred place determining the safe and sacred space. The clans of the Binalob tribe make offerings for their ancestors on the left or on the right side of the exit from the homestead.

---

52 D. Tait, “The Political System...”, 222.
53 In the minor lineages Chakpabdo and N-ngamdo as well as in the major lineage Kabombu of the Binalob clan, libations of beer or water and offerings of blood are made on the left side of the exit from the homestead. In the major lineage Bwakpab of the Binalob clan and in all the other clans of the Binalob tribe the right side of the exit hut is associated with ancestors. To make a comparison, I will add that among the Bichabob offerings to ancestors are made on the right side of the exit from the homestead, while in the Bigbem tribe and most clans of the Nakpantibi tribe, on the left. Cf. J.-C. Froelich, *La tribu Konkomba...*, 224; D. Tait, *The Konkomba of Northern Ghana*.
The content of prayers embraces all spheres of individual and community life as well as the needs of the participants in the ritual. The prayers accompanying the libation of beer and the offering of animal blood ask for social concord and harmony between the members of the Binalob clan; the health of the Earth priest; fertility; abundance of food; welfare; rain; freedom from illnesses, evil and troubles; the possibility of acquiring the goods of contemporary civilization such as trucks, wells and buildings. One can see then that the Konkomba include all the matters of everyday life, as well as those that testify to modernization of life, in the religious sphere. Although the main purpose of the ritual is introducing the priest to the office, the prayers tell about all the needs worrying the clan members. In the rites in front of Yangmar’s homestead, the request for concord and social harmony had a crucial importance since the quarrels and divisions were considered to be the cause of lack of fertility, food and well-being.

During the ritual of introducing the Earth priest to his office, an offering was made of beer. Besides beer, they also offer beer mixed with water, cool water and blood as substitutes for poultry and a ram. At the final stage of the shrine ritual, pieces of roasted poultry meat and some cooked intestines, liver and stomach of a ram were offered. Intestines, liver and stomach are of symbolic value as the center of life, and of utility value since the Konkomba consider them to be delicacies. Beer, blood and pieces of cooked meat have the function of a gift in the form of drink or food given to supernatural beings by the participants in the ritual. They take part in this gift during a ritual feast when they establish a communion and a spiritual bond with the Earth spirit, the clan’s protective spirits and the deceased ancestors. Enjoying the beer in front of Yangmar’s homestead and in the Earth shrine was an integral part of the ritual. The rest of the cooked meat and ram’s intestines were also consumed there.

---

Ghana..., 124. Among the Tallensi people, the exit door is also a place of ancestor cult. M. Fortes, The Web of Kinship..., 50.

54 H. Zimoń, “Kapłani ziemi u ludu Konkomba...”, 176-177.
55 Besides beer, offerings are also made of beer mixed with water and cool water.
56 Here is a typical sacrificial rite of the Konkomba: poultry and other animals are killed by cutting their throat; blood is offered and it is poured over the wall, sacrificial stones, ground, clay stool, pots and other objects. The meat is cooked and consumed during a feast, which is an integral part of the festival.
K˘d˘ byl‰ n˘kolika roky otevfiena nov˘ expozice ¸ímsk˘ho n˘rodn˘ho muzea na Palatinu, byl mezi archeologick˘ expoz˘ení osídlení na pahorku, kam tradice klade ... období, je˘ zde byly nalezeny, zafiazen i jedenvelmi nen˘padn˘, ale pro znalce velmi zajímav˘ artefakt. Je jím tzv. pa-
latinsk˘ grafito, jednoduch˘ do omítky vy˘rt˘ obrázek podivné mu˘sk˘ postavy s os˘ní nebo koÀskou hlavou na kﬁíÏi. V adoraãním gestu k n˘mu vz˘ta‰uje ruku chlapec nebo mlad˘ mu˘. Z ... Alexamenos a je zde zachycen, jak ukfiiÏované-mu vzd˘v˘vá úctu jako svému boÏstvu (obr. 1, 2). Z charakteru kresby je
zfiejmé, Ïe autorovi ‰lo o to, aby si udûlal legraci z n˘koho, koho dobfie
znal, a za terã posmû‰ku mu poslouÏilo právû specifikum jeho náboÏenskéorientation odli‰ující se od zvyklostí kultû bûÏnû ... V této ãásti paláce, je˘ byla patrnû vyhra-zena pro obsluÏn˘ personál císafiského dvora a zdrÏovali se zde lidé niωí-

RESUMÉ

Uctívání Zemû a kn˘ží Zemû u Konkombû v severní Ghanû

Zemû hraje u Konkombû a jin˘ch kmenû západní Afriky mimořádn˘ dûležitou roli v ekonomickém, sociálním i náboÏenském ţivotû. Konkombov˘ v˘ﬁ, Ïe bo˘stvo Zemû, Kiting, je matkou boha Uwumbora. V personifikovan˘m podob˘ se Kiting vyskytuje u v‰eh Zémû a Konkombû. Manifestuje se prost˘ednictvím mnoha duchù Zemû, kteﬁí vystupují jako ochrancí klánù. Duchov˘ Zemû, kteﬁí se zp˘t˘om˘ní u svatyní Zemû, jsou mu˘sk˘ho nebo žensk˘ho pohlávû. Jsou zdrojem a principem ţivotû; poskytují plodnost a potravu; gar-

Oznaãení „kn˘ž Zemû“ nebo „vlastník Zemû“ odkazuje k náboÏensk˘m a sociáln˘-práv-
n˘m funkcím rituálních specialistû, kteﬁí u Konkombû a dal‰ch kmenû na Horní Voltû po-
ž˘vají znaãné ãucty a prestí˘ze. Ka‰dy klán má obvykle jednoho kn˘že Zemû, kter˘ pe˘˘uje o klanovou svatyãní Zemû. Moc a rituální funkce kn˘ží Zemû vy˘pl˘vají z toho, Ïe jsou po-
vaãovûní z potomky prvního obyvatelu daného klanového ãustûãí a „vyvolené“ skrze du-
chy Zemû. V segmentním spoleãnosti Konkombû dr˘Ï politickou a náboÏenskou moc nej-
star‰í ãlen klánù a kn˘ž Zemû. Kn˘ž Zemû je prost˘edníkem mezi lidmi a nadp˘ri˘zen˘mi
bytostmi, je správcem svatyãní a posv˘t˘n˘ch míst klánù. V˘konává p˘sn˘ vymezené nábo-
ženské a sociální funkce a dostavá se mu jist˘ch v˘sad.

N-nalog˘ rituál instalace kn˘že Zemû do úfiadu zahrnuje sociální i náboÏenskou di-
menzi. Rozhodující roli v tomto obﬁadu rodocí posloupnosti a soudr˘znû klánù hrají star-
‰í dvou men‰ích rodov˘ch linií Chakpabo a N-ngamdo z klánù Binalob. Obﬁad posv˘c˘uje a
integr˘ sociální systém založen˘ na příbuzenství a vlád‰e star‰ích. Sociální autorita a moc star‰ích je vyj˘d˘ena rituální ãinností, kterou provádûjí nejstar‰í obyvatelé vesnice N-

N-nalog˘ obﬁad jako symbolick˘ systém v˘zn˚mû a komunikace má jasnou náboÏen-
skou dimenzi. Umo˘Úuje kontakt s transcendentní skuteãností. Prost˘ednictvím dvojznaã-
n˘ch symbolù rituál nastoluje náboÏenskou pravdu, normy a hodnoty ur˘cíjící lidsk˘ cho-
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